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WHAT DO THESE HAVE IN COMMON?

Room sensor Cristal ball
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Note: 
I am not an AI or Digital Twin specialist







Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer 

program or a machine to think and learn. It is also a field 

of study which tries to make computers "smart".

Source:
https://simple.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

https://simple.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
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Digital Twins





IF force > 1200 kN THEN [Fail]

Material descriptiveUsing rules

Material breaking 
strength

Material tensile 
strength

Digital Twins
Two ways of defining them

Describing the properties of the materials the bridge was made of



Can we make a 
self-learning 
digital twin of a 
building?



Artificial Intelligence (Live) Data Digital Twin



No feedback loop



AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE



The reason we have buildings, is that we need micro-climates 
to work and live in.

Having the correct room comfort is the most important thing

So in order to do that, we need to bring in the same amount of 
energy as is leaking out through the facade

The thing is; we don’t know how much. So we pump lots of 
energy in, and trust that it would be OK

Since energy is leaking away all the time through the outside 
walls, we need to bring in new energy.

However, we don’t know anything about internal load and sun 
influence

Modeling a building therefor requires an extremely accurate 
Digital Twin of the building (thermal digital twin)



DIGITAL TWIN, AI AND LIVE DATA

Simple representation of the 
outside walls
(as entered in the Digital Twin)
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DIGITAL TWIN, AI AND LIVE DATA

2 weeks AI learning later….
(using live data)

Simple representation of the 
outside walls
(as entered in the Digital Twin)

Detailed model of the 
outside walls
(entire building)
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Sankey for: School in Rotterdam



Priva ECO
Secures comfort and lowers energy 
consumption in a building fully 
automatic

BETER COMFORT

SMARTER ENERGY

FULLY AUTOMATED

ANY BMS SYSTEM

Example
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12% of the energy in buildings is being wasted

40 … 60 x



Better Comfort Lower Energy 
consumption

DO WE HAVE TO CHOOSE?



DO WE HAVE TO CHOOSE?

Better Comfort Lower Energy 
consumption



Dashboard

Ajusting

Person with 
Knowledge & insight

Other 
information

Tedious and 
boring work



Energy Prices

Energy
Consumption

Weather
forecast

Better working environment
Building behavior

Strategic deployment
of the HVAC Installation

futurepresentpast

Better Energy performance

Building Use



Priva ECO

Existing building automation system

Installation 
Equipment

Steering
Data

Strategic 
Layer



IT’S LIKE RETROFITTING AN EXISTING CAR 
TO BE A SELF DRIVING CAR



Combining AI, live data and a Digital Twin means that the Digital Twin will (over 
time) represent the actual building more and more accurately

The second implementation of these three is to predict the energy needed given 
the environmental conditions (building usage and weather) in the future

APPLICATION  FROM THIS PRESENTATION



Now
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Smart use of flexible energy prices by predicting energy consumption



Smart Grids



Maintenance (equipment replacement)

Full year boiler energy generation

Time

Capacity 130 kW

120 kW



OTHER APPLICATIONS

Installation design (using feedback from the operational phase)

Manage floor-space utilization in a building

Lifts that use a Digital Twin and AI to be at the correct floor (moving people 
faster)



WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU HAVE?

My question to you is: how can you put this to use in your own world?

Leo Hitzert

leo.hitzert@priva.com

www.priva-eco.com

Visit us at Stand C6



We look forward to seeing you next year at ExCeL London 
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